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Teacher of the Year!
Physics guru and
Head of Science,
Mr Stark, has been
recognised and
awarded as Teacher
of the Year at the
Worcestershire
Education Awards
2022!

Mr Stark was up against many other Teachers
across Worcestershire, and attended the virtual
Awards Ceremony in February to hear the
fantastic news that he had won!

Each year, the Worcester News in partnership
with the University of Worcester, runs the
awards scheme to shine a light on those
working in education who go the extra mile to
educate, inspire and train students. There are
various different categories that can be entered,
and the organisers had received over 100
nominations in total.

Mr Stark truly loves Science, and finds Physics
incredibly interesting – “particularly how we can
explain how the Universe works with equations
and simple-ish explanations.”

Mr Stark was nominated by fellow NCW
colleagues for Teacher of the Year for his
innovative lessons and practical adaptations,
inspirational school trips, his work with our
NCW pets as well as encouraging students to
develop a love for Science – like himself!

Speaking of his victory, Mr Stark said: “I am very
proud having received this award. It is also very
nice to hear from former students and staff who
have been congratulating me!”

“My favourite practical is making models of DNA
with sweets – the students really like that one
too for some reason…!”
Well done Mr Stark – a very well-deserved
award and the staff and students here at NCW
are very proud of you!

Student Fundraising for Ukraine

In light of the recent events
in Ukraine, the Student
Fundraising Committee
wanted to raise funds for
Ukraine Aid Charities. They
organised a week of events
that all the students could join
in with.
As well as a delicious bake sale
and a non-uniform day, the
students arranged a ‘throw the
sponge at the teacher.’ Squeals

of laughter and joy were heard all
over the College as Miss Ross, Ms
Emanuel and Mr James braved the
students armed with wet sponges.
The students worked really well
together and supported each other
in their aim to get the teachers as
wet as possible. To say that the
teachers got soaked would be an
understatement!
Well done students and thank you
to Miss Ross, Ms Emanuel and Mr
James for being such good sports.
Students Toby and Corey have
also been busy organising a
charity fundraiser in aid of Ukraine
- they ran an Easter egg raffle! The
intrepid twins asked for donations
of Easter eggs which they then
raffled off at 50p per ticket, with
hopes to raise £100.

We Will Rock You!
For the last few months,
the corridors of school at
NCW have been filled with
the sound of rock music and
singing – it could only be the
rehearsals for the ‘We Will
Rock’ You school production!

Staff and students involved in
this year’s exciting production
rehearsed relentlessly and finally
presented their hard work to the
school community and parents
on Thursday 10th and Friday 11th
March.
‘We Will Rock You’ tells the story
of a globalised future where the
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world doesn’t have music. A group
of rock rebels, The Bohemians,
fight against the all-powerful
global company Globalsoft run by
the Killer Queen. The Bohemians
fight for freedom, individuality and
the rebirth of rock. Scaramouche
and Galileo, two young outsiders,
join the Bohemians in their quest
to find freedom, love and rock.
Well done to all the performers
and to the staff involved. Special
thanks to Sixth Formers Amy
and Stevie for looking after the
publicity and promotion of the
show.
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Toby and Corey said: “We
wanted to put on this event as it
is something nice to do for people
less fortunate!”

British Blind Sport
Swimming Gala
Students from NCW jumped
in at the deep end on
Saturday 5th March as they
took part in the annual
British Blind Sport National
Youth Swimming Gala!
Along with Mrs Price, Head of
PE, and Mrs Wallcroft, a group
of fearless and competitive
students from various year
groups travelled to Tudor
Grange Leisure Centre in Solihull
for the event which attracted
participants from across the
country.
The day was a huge success
with young people competing
in individual backstroke,
breaststroke, butterfly and
freestyle races, as well as relay
events for the opportunity to win
a Braille medal! For a number
of the students, it was the
first time they had been able
to swim competitively against
other young people with a vision
impairment.

the school brilliantly, and threw
themselves in (literally!) to the
various organised events. Not
one student came away empty
handed, it was medals galore!
Students were presented
with their medals by Rebecca
Redfern, British vision impaired
para-swimmer who spurred
them on and gave some words
of wisdom.
In addition to the main
competition, BBS welcomed
swimmers to join in with some
fun pool games and even face
their fears to have a go at diving
with Swim England Diving.
Students involved in the day
included;
Stevie, Harley, Daniel, Amelie,
Jamie, George, Kacey, Maxwell,
Natalie, Roman, Khadijah,
Honey, Ciara, Carys, Tom W
and Asal – with all students
taking home a medal for their
swimming efforts!

NCW students represented
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LEGO
News

®

Students at NCW are
very familiar with LEGO®,
particularly following our
collaboration with The
LEGO® Group on a trial of
LEGO® Braille Bricks in
2019.
Since then, LEGO has been
used in various lessons at NCW,
such as Maths, English and
Spanish, as a way to help vision
impaired young people learn
through play.
®

Audio LEGO® is another
concept in making the playful
bricks accessible and inclusive
to all, enabling people who
have a vision impairment to
independently construct LEGO®
objects.
The idea is that the LEGO®
set is accompanied by written
or auditory instructions,
depending on the user’s needs.
Year 13 student, Ahmed, has
been experimenting with this
and finding out how audio
instructions correspond with the
written!
He said: “Audio LEGO® was
the first opportunity that allowed
me to fully and independently
construct a full set. I believe that
using audio LEGO® would allow
people to develop their ability
to follow instructions as well as

their problem-solving skills.”
It is brilliant that toy giant LEGO®
are able to make their products
so accessible to all, enabling
both vision impaired and sighted
young people to learn and play
alongside one another.
In other LEGO® news, Head of
Maths and passionate advocate
for LEGO® Braille Bricks, Ms
Lock, was invited to take
part and present at an online
learning course with The LEGO®
Foundation. Ms Lock was able
to share her knowledge and
expertise with other teachers
and educators on how our
students at NCW are able to
learn through play with a variety
of Maths games and activities
using the versatile Braille Bricks.

Out and About with Year 7
Year 7 had the chance to go and
meet the Mayor of Worcester
in his parlour to discuss his
role, ceremonial duties, local
government elections and work
of the council! We think the
students definitely enjoyed trying
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on the mayoral chain of office!

They also took a trip this term
to Worcester Cathedral
Library to discover many
historic artefacts. They were able
to handle King John’s thumb
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bone(!), manuscripts dated
from over one thousand years
ago and try replicas of Prince
Arthur’s armour.
An amazing opportunity!

Great Goalball!
Students Rico, Ciara and Phoebe played really well at the
Goalball UK Novice tournament in Birmingham in January.
It was Phoebe’s first ever tournament and she scored seven
goals in four matches! Rico and Ciara each scored 5 goals,
and Ciara received the ‘Player of the Tournament’ Award for
being a great leader.

All About Rifle Shooting
shoot a rifle as the pitch changes
the closer the person is to the
centre of the target!

A large part of the NCW offer
is to provide students with
opportunities to be involved
in many activities outside the
classroom. These help enrich
their learning experience,
help with integration
into the community and
develop crucial life skills for
adulthood. A long-running
and much-loved club by
students is Rifle Shooting!
Acoustic rifle shooting uses
sound and light to focus on the
target, replacing the function of
vision. This allows students who
are vision impaired to aim and
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The NCW Rifle Shooting Club
started in the early 90s and has
been running for around 30
years, and is run currently by
volunteers Derek, Chris and Paul.
The sport is highly adaptable
and can accommodate many
disabilities – for example the
stand in which the rifle is placed
on can be mounted on a table to
allow for a wheelchair user.

in Year 10. Jake said: “I love
the club, especially as it can
be adapted. I also love the
competition in brings!”.
Sixth Form student Jack who
is a wheelchair user loves how
rifle shooting is so adaptable for
different disabilities, meaning
that it is an inclusive club for
everyone.

In the past, the club has
gone to competitions. There
are 2 held each year and
students have gone to national
championships which are held in
Wolverhampton. Former student
Harrison has been the reigning
champion since 2018 scoring
592 out of 600! Current students
are very keen to beat him.
Year 8 student Len is a regular
rifle club attendee, as is Jake
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Big City Mobility
Sixth Form students
Sonali, Mustafa and Eben
took a trip to London
Paddington to practise
and refine their Mobility
skills.

Planting a Cherry
Blossom Tree
As part of the Sakura Cherry
Tree Project, a project formed
by the Japanese private
sector supported by Japanese
government, NCW has received
a cherry blossom tree to plant on
college grounds.
To commemorate the planting, staff
and students gathered over lunchtime
to celebrate all things Japanese –
culture, music, language and food!
The event was opened by Roman’s
welcome speech in English, followed
by Alejandro welcoming
all in Japanese!
On offer was learning
how to Origami, being
taught some Japanese
by Alejandro and
Roman, finding out
about Anime and Judo
and sampling foods
such as sushi, matcha
tea and lychee juice!
We are really excited
to see the tree
grow and reveal it’s
beautiful blossom
each year.
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With an early start on a
Saturday morning, students
and the NCW Mobility
team made their way to
Worcestershire Parkway
train station to catch the
train to London Paddington.
Students had booked rail
staff assistance in advance
for their departure and prior
to the trip, a member of
staff from Great Western
Railway (GWR) visited NCW
to provide support and
advice on preparing for a
train journey and using GWR
services.
Upon arrival at London
Paddington, the group were
met by rail staff and travelled
by buggy to the passenger
assistance area within the
station. Students explored
the environment around the

station looking at landmarks
and sensory clues to assist
with orientation.
They then travelled to the
entrance of the London
underground to speak
with staff and learn how
the underground can be
accessed by someone who
is vision impaired, and what
assistance is available.
Eben said: “I learnt about
the accessibility that they
provide for the underground
at the station.”
Sonali said: “I enjoyed the
London trip because I got
a chance to learn my way
around Paddington station
and what it looks like. I also
got a chance to talk to the
underground staff which I
had never done before.”
Thank you to the generosity
of GWR for donating train
tickets, the visiting member
of staff, staff at London
Paddington station and the
London Underground.

Jack’s Story
Year 13 student Jack joined
NCW in September 2014, and
has been on a real journey in
his time at college growing in
confidence and independence.
Back in 2010, Jack suffered
from a brain tumour which was
removed surgically. Soon after
the operation, Jack developed
meningitis and wasn’t given
much hope for the future from
his consultants in terms of being
able to stand and walk again. The
after-effects of the surgery had
an impact on Jack’s sight as well
as his balance and strength and
he uses a wheelchair get around.
This has certainly not stopped him
or his determination!
Since being at NCW, Jack meets
regularly with on-site Sports
Therapist, Pete. He has two
one-hour sessions per week, in
which Pete works meticulously
with Jack on various exercises
to strengthen muscle groups
and improve his balance. Their
work is based around different
challenges which Jack loves
to work towards and achieve.
A short-term goal that Pete set
at the very beginning of their
physiotherapy work was for Jack
to be able to stand unaided for 10
seconds with his thumbs up. Jack
managed to complete this goal in
just one year!
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Pete’s focus is to make
sessions fun, challenging and
engaging. One game in particular
helps Jack to focus on balance
by working on a neurological
level. The ‘Boxing Game’ involves
Jack standing independently and
punching boxing pads held out in
front of him by Pete. This helps
with balance and improves core
strength, which is really important
in helping him to move around
independently.
Jack currently holds the NCW
record for the ‘knee raise’ exercise
– now known as the ‘JB Exercise’!
He is able to complete 200
knee raises using the knee raise
machine, which no other student
or staff member has been able to
get near to date!
Jack is so proud of holding this
title. He said: “It’s something
I never thought I’d be able to
achieve.” He is also a master at
the plank exercise and can hold
it for 3 minutes. This is great for
strengthening Jack’s core, which
is continuing to help him build on
his independent walking.

houses and at home and overall
be more independent with things
such as personal care.”
Pete said: “Jack is such a mature
young man, he has grown into a
lovely person and it has been an
absolute pleasure to work with
him. I wish him all the best for the
future.”
It is not just Pete who has noticed
how much Jack has changed and
grown from Year 7 – many staff
and students are commenting on
his progress, something which
makes Jack feel even prouder of
his achievements!
Jack is not quite sure where his
journey will end; but after enjoying
such progress he hopes to be
able to maintain these skills and
abilities, if not improve even more
in the future. His advice to anyone
in a similar situation is, “If you
work hard, you will get something
big out of it.”

After leaving NCW, Jack is hoping
to go into further education to
study Business and Management.
He has a passion for fundraising
and loves to help people. “NCW
has given me a new life. I’m able
to walk around the residential
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Tobias hopes
for Oxford

Hairspray
Happy!
It is no secret across NCW
that Year 12 student Rahel is
infatuated with ‘Hairspray The
Musical’ - she is often heard
around college humming the
songs and reciting different
scenes. When the opportunity
arose for her to go and see it at
Cheltenham Everyman Theatre,
she leapt at the chance.
As part of the work that Rahel is
doing in Thematics, she was tasked
with organising the trip herself –
from booking tickets, requesting
audio description, finding out about
parking and liaising with different
departments in school to bring it
together. Students Isy and Emma
also joined Rahel.
Rahel said: “I was so excited to
go to the theatre! This is one of my
favourite musicals. I’ve already seen
it once in London and I know all the
lyrics to the songs!”
The group were met by Sally-Ann,
who Rahel had liaised with when
booking tickets. She was able to
explain about the audio description
and the story of the musical to help
the students better understand and
follow the performance. Following
the performance, the group got to
meet Paul Hutton who played Wilbur
(Tracey’s Dad).
Thank you to all of the staff at
Cheltenham Everyman Theatre who
assisted with the smooth running of
the trip and well done to Rahel.
8
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Current Sixth Form student
Tobias, who is a languages
and musical marvel, has high
hopes to achieve the grades he
needs from NCW to get into the
University of Oxford.
Tobias is currently studying German,
Spanish and Music at A Level. He is
a great lover of music, has featured
in many NCW musical productions
and is working towards his Grade 8
in Piano.

Tobias has Leber’s Congenital Amaurosis, which means that
he can only see light and occasionally shadows.
The Sixth Former recently found out that he had been
offered a place at St Edmund Hall, also known as Teddy Hall,
at the University of Oxford to study German and Russian.
The offer has been made on the basis that Tobias will
achieve three grade As in his current A level subjects.
Why did you want to apply for Oxford in particular?
“I applied to Oxford as I was attracted to the idea of
attending a prestigious university and felt that the course
being offered was most appealing and would help me with
my future plans. This along with the fact that the lectures and
tutorials are taught by world leading experts, the community
is smaller with like-minded students who have fought just as
hard to be where they are, along with the increased chances
of being hired by world renowned companies.”
Tobias said “The process of getting into Oxford was an
interesting journey, especially as the UCAS website does not
have access to information such as admission tests so all
of the communication with the university is done over email!
I took the admissions tests in November, and submitted
written essays in German and English). I was then invited to
attend three interviews!”
“I’m looking forward to meeting new people; on my visits to
the university I found everyone really friendly and welcoming.
I am also looking forward to the lectures and tutorials, and
gaining as much knowledge and learning from them as I
can. There are also great music facilities such as recording
studios and a chapel which I’ll be looking forward to using!”
One of the biggest things that young people who are
vision impaired take into consideration when applying
to universities is accessibility. From Tobias’ experience,
Oxford’s accessibility is very good. Much like NCW, Oxford
has a transcription service available so that materials can be
transcribed to Braille and made accessible.
After university Tobias is hoping to work for GCHQ as one of
the translators or become a Freelance Translator.

Road Safety
Campaign
There has recently been a
number of near misses on
roads around NCW where
our students who are blind
or vision impaired have
been in grave danger of
injury due to dangerous or
thoughtless driving.

Children’s Mental
Health Week
Written by Sixth Form student Amy.
From 7th – 13th February 2022, it was
Children’s Mental Health Awareness
Week. The theme for this year was
growing together; which is about
growing emotionally and finding ways
to help each other out. It has made
me reflect on how NCW helps young
people who are not only VI, but who
also suffer with mental health issues.
Vision impaired students can suffer
with a range of different mental health
conditions, especially coming to NCW
from mainstream environments – feelings
of worry, social isolation and exclusion are
just a few. It can be a difficult transition.
Here at NCW there are a range of people
who students can talk to if they are
struggling. We have a counsellor who
comes on-site each week to support,
help and talk to students. Alongside the
Counsellor, there is a team of people who
are trained to help during the school day
and after school hours, such as Julie the
nurse, Paul the lead for student wellbeing
and all the care staff in the different
houses. A group of staff (both teachers
and care staff) have recently completed
a trauma course which will help them
support students even more.
NCW also offers a range of clubs and
opportunities to get students involved
out in the fresh air and pumping some
endorphins! Clubs include running, rock
climbing, rifle shooting and tandem riding.
There is also a range of activities both on
and off site during the weekends such as
crafts, walking and bowling. During times
when young people are experiencing
mental health issues, it’s important to
listen. NCW is a brilliant example of doing
just this!
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A number of incidents have
occurred on the pedestrian
crossing at the roundabout
where London Road meets
Whittington Road and
Spetchley Road. This is an
extremely busy roundabout,
especially at the beginning and end of the school day with
a high volume of road traffic and pedestrians as Nunnery
Wood High School and Worcester Sixth Form College
close their doors for the day. With recent roadworks on
London Road, the issues have been exacerbated with
drivers passing through on a red light, being stationary
over the crossing or driving over before blind or vision
impaired pedestrians have reached safety.
Along with lobbying the relevant local government
departments for greater safety measures on these roads,
NCW has also created an awareness campaign so that
local residents, schools, colleges, businesses and others
using the road can be more aware, using the slogan “Kill
Your Speed, not a blind child”.
Year 11 NCW Student Rico said: “I was having a
mobility lesson and when I started to cross my mobility
teacher had to pull me back out of the road as a car came
speeding across”
Many of our young people and some of our staff members
cannot see traffic approaching at all and rely fully on their
other senses to detect danger. Many have complete trust
that drivers will be adhering to lawful speeds and behaving
correctly at crossings. They assume that road users will
not be putting a goal to complete their journey over the
welfare of people who are blind or vision impaired.
Principal of NCW, Nic Ross, said: “Teaching our
students to navigate roads and pedestrian crossings
independently is a crucial part of their learning at NCW and
it is imperative they are able to learn safely”
No-one wants to be involved in an accident so the
message to drivers is to please kill your speed, adhere
to crossing protocol and be aware of pedestrians with
disabilities.
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Technology News

Readers can adjust and magnify text, change colour
schemes, synchronise text with speech or use
the speech settings alone to listen to books. For
NCW students, using EasyReader enables readers
to use font settings of their choice, in Braille with
a connected display, or by listening to human or
computer-generated readings of the text. Students
have found they can navigate around the book very
quickly, search for key quotes as well as add and
return-to bookmarks. EasyReader also has a reliable
sleep timer for listening in bed.

Visit from Optelec
Many NCW students are lovers of technology. As
part of the NCW curriculum, students learn how use
a range of different speech software to suit their
differing experience and preferences.

Student Cody said “I really enjoy using EasyReader
to read my favourite books. I’m currently reading
‘Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows’.”

A visit from Optelec presented a great opportunity
for students to test and give their first impressions
on products such as the OrCam READ, DaVinci Pro
and Optelec tablets. The OrCam READ is able to
take a photograph of a piece of text and read it
back to the user, whilst the tablet products act
as a magnifier so that much larger print can be
read on screen.
Students Amelie and Tom particularly enjoyed trying
out the DaVinci Pro which magnifies on a much
larger scale both photos and in live mode!

Working at Waitrose
Sixth Form student Sonali is currently undergoing
a work experience placement at local Waitrose in
Worcester, where she is learning all about customer
service, multi-tasking and being part of a team!

Easy Reader
EasyReader is an App developed by computer
software organisation Dolphin, a specialist in
developing software solutions for different types of
print impairment. EasyReader is a free app which
makes reading more accessible for readers who are
vision impaired, have a neurodiverse condition such
as dyslexia or any other print impairment. Users can
sign in to their favourite talking book libraries to find,
download and read accessible books for leisure and
learning.
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Sonali is getting involved a range of different
roles, from operating the tills, stacking shelves
and working on an independent project about
sustainability where she is looking at how to make
Waitrose a more eco-friendly place and making
customers more aware of what Waitrose is already
doing for the environment.
She has already learnt more about food products
and where these are placed within the store,
meaning that she is able to shop independently – a
great skill for life after NCW!
She said: “I’m looking forward to learning new
things and becoming more independent. I’m hoping
to carry forward my sustainability project as the
environment is something I’m passionate about, and
I believe I could help other businesses in the future.”

Skilling up in the holidays
There’s no holiday from practising
independent living skills! Over half term
students were busy practising and refining
their Independent Living Skills that have been
learnt during the previous weeks at school.
Isobel has made her own sandwich using a
spoon technique for butter spreading and has cut
cucumber independently.

Maxwell has made both pancakes and a curry.
He has done a great job in practising the bridge
technique to cut potatoes, using a spatula and of
course, washing up!
Well done both and thank you to all the Mums,
Dads and other family members and carers who
support the students in their learning outside
term time.

Art Winners
Braille Art
Competition

A huge well done to Year 9
student Phoebe who has won the
VICTA Braille Art competition with
her Picasso inspired self-portrait!
She loves Picasso because a
self-portrait can be any way
around, in any order, and can be
interpreted however you like!

Worcestershire County Council
back in January to commemorate
The Queen’s Platinum Jubilee.
We recently heard that
The Lord-Lieutenant of
Worcestershire, Lt Col Patrick
Holcroft LVO OBE has selected
Jamie’s design as the winning
design from over 200 entries
submitted.

Platinum Jubilee
Winner

The design will be used on
Worcestershire County Council’s
social media channels and
website throughout the Jubilee
celebrations. Jamie will also
receive a pair of tickets to an
exclusive Worcestershire Jubilee
Garden Party to be held at
Hartlebury Castle later this year.

Congratulations also go to
Jamie in Year 8 who won a
Countywide Queen’s Platinum
Jubilee Competition launched by

In judging the entries, the
Lord-Lieutenant of Worcestershire
said that all of the designs were
wonderful, but he particularly

Phoebe said she was “shocked at
first but then really happy to win!”.
She is hoping to spend her
winning voucher on fidget toys,
art supplies and Squishmallows!!

liked Jamie’s design for its
representation of Worcestershire.
Brilliant work Jamie!
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Fundraising NEWS
Three Day Canoe Trek
Last year a fantastic team of individuals
took on the challenge of the ‘Three Peaks’
and raised an incredible amount of money
for NCW.
This year, we are taking our summer challenge
to the river! Over three days our amazing team of
fundraisers will canoe approximately 80 miles whilst
raising funds for the College.

Blindfold Dining Experience
This term, NCW hosted a Blindfold Dining
Experience at the wonderful Feli’s Bar and
Restaurant in nearby Stoulton.
The aim of the evening was to spread awareness
of vision impairment and to gain an understanding
of how someone with a vision impairment might
enjoy their meal. Everyone enjoyed wearing the
blindfold and seeing if they could recognise exactly
what they were eating. There certainly were few
surprises along the way!
Head of Independent living skills Ms Emmanuel
attended the evening and gave everyone an insight
into the work done by her department.
It was a marvellous evening and the food was
superb – thank you Feli’s for supporting the event
and to everyone that attended the event and
donated or bought tickets for raffle prizes.
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They will start at Melverly and pass through the
beautiful towns of Shrewsbury, Iron Bridge and
Bridgenorth before finishing in Worcester on day
three. This is an epic adventure and one that
everyone will remember.
If you are interested in joining our team, we would
love to hear from you. Please contact Lottie
Veasey or Kevin Hateley 01905 763933.
You can follow their adventure and fundraising story
on JustGiving, Facebook or Instagram.

Thank You to Jackson’s
A very big thank you to Jacksons Motors
for supporting NCW in January, making a
donation to NCW for every car they sold
during the month, raising a magnificent £620.
We welcomed them into the College and they had
a very special tour by student Jake.

Calling all Cyclists
The NCW Fundraising team are looking
for super keen cyclists to ride the legendary
Etape du Dales and fundraise for NCW.
The Etape du Dales is a stunning ride through
some of the UK’s most remote and scenic
countryside. The route of 110 miles covers many
of Yorkshire’s major climbs and the dales of
Wharfedale, Littondale, Wensleydale, Swaledale,
Arkengarthdale, Birkdale, Garsdale, Dentdale,
Ribblesdale – and there is not a single set of traffic
lights on the whole route!
The first two riders to sign up were Tom and
Duncan. Tom has lived in Worcester since 2006,
is originally from Poland and has developed
a relationship with NCW through his work
organising workshops and vision impairment
awareness sessions. Duncan lives in Tenbury
Wells, and has worked at Platform Housing
Group for the past 10 years. Duncan is an avid
football fan playing at amateur level across the
West Midlands for over 20 years. After retiring
from playing football Duncan turned his sporting
attention to cycling.
If you would like to join the team or find out more
information, please contact Lottie on cveasey@
ncw.co.uk or call 01905 763933. You can
follow the their journey or make a donation
on JustGiving.
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The Great Litter Pick
The Fundraising team launched the ‘Big
Litter Pick’ over half term encouraging
students, staff, family and friends to get
outside and pick up litter. Any amount
collected, big or small, will make a
difference to the environment and raise
money for NCW at the same time.
Supporters can donate online via a JustGiving
page called ‘The Big Litter Pick.’
A huge well done to student Maxwell who went
litter picking during his holiday and has raised
£200 for NCW!

The Sky’s the Limit
On Sunday 26th June you could take the
plunge for NCW and experience an exhilarating
free-fall from 10,000ft at speeds of up to
120mph attached to a qualified instructor
before gliding towards the ground and landing
in front of your friends and family. Pledge to
raise £500 in sponsorship for NCW and
you can jump for FREE!
Contact Lottie Veasey on 01905 763933
or cveasey@ncw.co.uk for more information
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News from the Houses!

Disco Fun!
At the end of term the Marketing Team hosted
an end of term disco for lower and upper school
students. The aim of the evening was simply to
have fun and that seemed to be achieved. Student
Stevie designed posters and tickets and was
tasked with raising awareness of the event as part
of his work experience in the Marketing Department
and each student received a mini goody back on
arrival and popcorn. Care staff and Miss Ross were
all bopping away with the students.
Most impressive were Ciara, Lily and Phoebe who
had really dressed for the occasion and literally did
not stop dancing the whole evening!

Chocolate Heaven
On the last weekend of term it was a real sugar rush
for a trip to nearby Cadbury World. Everyone had
an amazing time learning all about how chocolate
is made, writing their names in chocolate and of
course, sampling some of the goodies!
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Spring Planting

Ice Skating Fun

There are some keen gardeners in Dots House
and students have been getting their hands dirty
this term! Leo has been planting some garlic with
house parent Morgaine and Lawson has been
planting tomato plants. Amelie and Kacey were also
getting stuck in with some evening horticulture. We
can’t wait to see how well everything grows!

There have been two trips this term ice-skating!
Intrepid students and some brave staff donned
their skates and took the ice for some frozen fun.
Everyone’s skills improved over the course the
visits but no-one will be applying for ‘Dancing on
Ice’ just yet!

Independence in the Houses
There has been a lot of practise of independence
skills going on in the houses this term. In Dot’s
Lawson has mastered the art of bed-making!
His parents will be delighted about that! Isobel
practised her butter spreading and tried a new skill
which was cutting up an onion. Houseparents in
Dot’s are delighted when Roman is around – his
cooking skills are very impressive. Joe has been
chopping up his own banana for his snack too.

@newcollegeworcester

@newcollworc

Ciara’s Sleep Out for Ukraine
Ciara has been putting a lot of effort into achieving
her ILS Gold Award. She organised a night’s
displacement in support of all those suffering in
Ukraine. She and her friends slept on the floor
of the Bradnack lounge to emulate the idea of
displacement that people in Ukraine are suffering.
They raised over £300, which is absolutely
fantastic. Well done to Ciara and Bradnack
House!

@newcollegeworcs
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Wild Science!
As part of British Science Week, we had a
visit from Wild Science running a number
of sessions for students to get up close
and personal with all sorts of animals! They
focused on animals which adapt to their
surrounding environments to survive, and
the different classification groups used by
Scientists to identify and categorise animals
into their respective species. Lots of learning
and also lots of fun. Rosie the Guinea Pig was
a particular hit with students.

Call the Police!
Our Sixth Form work experience group went
on a visit to West Mercia Police HQ to find out
about working with the police force in the Police
Dog training school. Loki, the trainee police
dog was a real hit with the students, who also
found out some amazing facts about the training
regime and the skills that trainers and dogs
must have to be successful in their roles!

Have you heard our
NCW Podcast?
As part of student Amy’s
work experience with
the Marketing Team, she
has produced a student
podcast - interviewing
various students on some
hot topics in the blind and
vision impaired community!
Listen on the NCW
website!

A date for the diary NCW Reunion
Once again, we are delighted to be able
to hold the NCW Annual Reunion BBQ
on Saturday 18th June. All our recent or
not-so-recent leavers are invited to join us for
drinks, barbecue food and a catch up with old
friends. Details of the event can be found on
the NCW website.
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